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Abstract: Honeybee colonies depend on suitable temperatures for successful development. We
demonstrate the use of a spatially resolved temperature measurement system for a honeybee colony
by producing ten custom frames which results into four hundred eighty sensors across the hive. A
first prototype used four layers of wax to embed the sensors, however, the honeybees rejected these
and removed the wax before building new, irregular honeycomb. A second system using a single
sheet of wax onto which the sensors were laid was accepted by the colony, and normal honeycomb
was built. We showcase some of the data collected from this system.
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1. Introduction

Honeybee colonies are dependent on suitable temperatures for healthy colony devel-
opment [1–4], including maintaining 32–35 ◦C to enable brood to develop [2].

Many studies investigating temperature inside a beehive have done so using a single
sensor which is placed in or around the hive [1,3,5], for example, at the centre of the colony
to monitor for brood-rearing temperatures [1,3]. Other investigations have placed the
sensor above the hive to detect changes in temperature relevant to the colony [3,5].

Choosing a single location to place a temperature sensor is inexpensive and simple
but has a major disadvantage in that the highly localized measurement will often be a poor
indicator of the entire colony’s status [6]. As such, placing a sensor at the centre of the hive
may be the optimum position for measuring temperatures consistent with brood rearing;
however, the colony does not necessarily fill all the available volume at its centre. Similarly,
a sensor placed at the periphery of a hive will have measurements affected by external
temperatures, which will usually be considerably different to those experienced by the
colony centre.

A number of studies have investigated temperature variation across a honeybee
colony [2,5–9], including over a short time period using thermal imaging to produce heat
maps of the colony nest [7] and at several locations to detect differences in temperature
between the colony centre, the periphery, the edge of the hive, and the outside [3].

Using an array of thermocouples laid onto a frame is a potential solution that was
proposed fifty years ago [8]. However, the implementation of such a measurement system
for spatial variation in temperature on a frame is still at a very early stage and has only been
trialed modestly [9]. Obtaining a highly reliable measurement using such a setup would
constitute a major step forward towards furthering the scientific understanding of how a
colony develops [1,2,4,5] or how a colony uses a beehive at different points in time [2,5,7].

Temperature sensors are readily available and inexpensive in the form of negative
temperature coefficient thermistors [10]. These thermistors work by exhibiting a resistance.
An increase in temperature reduces the resistance and lower temperatures result in a higher
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resistance. It is well known that honeybees will propolise anything alien which is placed in
the colony [6]. However, similar thermistors have been used before and their performance
remains unaffected by propolisation [3]. As such, these thermistors are highly appropriate
and can be soldered into a grid and used to measure temperatures at multiple locations.

We investigate the use of an array of negative temperature coefficient thermistors in a
honeybee colony brood box to collect spatially resolved temperature measurements.

2. Materials and Methods

The spatially resolved temperature measurement systems used negative coefficient
temperature thermistors [10] to collect data from the hive. The quoted resistance of the
Littlefuse 104JG1F thermistors is 100,000 Ω and the resistance tolerance at 25 ◦C is 1%; the
temperature coefficient at 25 ◦C is −4.4%/◦C and the temperature range is −55 to +300 ◦C.

We used a British National hive and adapted it with ten customized brood frames.
Each frame had a grid of forty-eight thermistors which were connected to three sixteen-
channel analogue multiplexers [11]. Each multiplexer could handle sixteen inputs, and this
dictated that forty-eight sensors was the maximum number of sensors per frame.

The sensor array was laid out evenly with each thermistor being 3 cm away from
another in all directions (Figure 1). The multiplexers handled the successive reading of
each sensor it was connected to, and the outputs were connected to a Teensy 3.5 micro-
processor [12]. Each Teensy has twenty-seven analogue input pins which could handle
nine frames. However, the hive has ten frames; as such, two Teensy 3.5 were used to
accommodate five frames each.
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Figure 1. A scheme to demonstrate the hardware used to gather the spatially resolved temperature 

measurements from a honeybee colony brood box. Ten customized brood frames, each equipped 
Figure 1. A scheme to demonstrate the hardware used to gather the spatially resolved temperature
measurements from a honeybee colony brood box. Ten customized brood frames, each equipped
with forty-eight negative temperature coefficient thermistors were built. Each frame is connected to
three, sixteen-channel analogue multiplexers and the resulting voltage is further digitized with two
Teensy 3.5 microcontrollers. Temperature data are sent to a Raspberry Pi which automatically saves
the data with the current time stamp. Once setup, the system runs autonomously.

The Teensy 3.5 were programmed to read the resistance of the thermistors in sequence,
calculate the temperature, and send it to a Raspberry Pi [13]. The Raspberry Pi automatically
reads the serial COM port data and saves every measurement and its corresponding
timestamp to a file for further processing.
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At the end of each day, a separate Octave software processes the temperature data
collected into 5 min averaged values and into daily CSV files and figures, which are saved
and emailed to the researchers.

Two spatially resolved temperature measurement systems were produced; the first
prototype was ready for tests with live bees in March 2021. This system had the sensor
array embedded between four layers of foundation wax, in order to place the sensors deep
inside the structure, well away from bees’ access, and to make the frames more appealing
to the bees. The first system was installed at Holme Pierrepont Hall and was populated
with a colony in May 2021. However, the honeybees rejected the frames, exposing the
electronics before building new honeycomb.

The second system was tested in April 2022, and it used a single sheet of foundation
wax (∼=1 mm thick) onto which the sensor array was laid. This system was installed
at Nottingham Trent University Clifton Campus and was populated with a swarm in
May 2022.

3. Results

The second spatially resolved temperature system was tested in April 2022 and data
were collected for several days before a colony was introduced. The sensors showed
consistent measurements across the hive and displayed a small error in line with the
manufacturer’s quoted tolerances and coefficients. Figure 2 displays the temperature
recorded by all sensors on a single day at two separate times. The recorded temperatures
are consistent and reflect the ambient temperatures.
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Figure 2. Temperatures recorded across all sensors in the system at two different times measured
before the hive was populated with honeybees on 30 April 2022. This demonstrates the consistent
measurements across all four-hundred and eighty sensors. Data have been linear scaled to compensate
for systematic errors.

Figure 3 demonstrates the rejection of the first spatially resolved temperature mea-
surement system and the acceptance of the second. The first system suffered from the bees
chewing away the foundation wax, exposing electronics, before new honeycomb was built.
The second system was accepted by the colony, which built honeycomb over the sensors,
embedding the thermistors, and allowing spatially resolved temperatures to be taken of
the colony developing normally.
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Figure 3. Inspection photographs from the spatially resolved temperature measurement systems.
(a) A frame in the first system on 21 September 2021 showing rejection by the colony which has
chewed away foundation wax thereby exposing the electronics. (b) A frame at the centre of the box
on the second system on 18 May 2022 showing acceptance of the frames with the sensor array, having
built fresh honeycomb over the top of sensors and the cells being used for brood rearing.

Highly valuable temperature data were collected across all frames from the second
colony with examples provided in Figure 4. Honeycomb has been built on Frame 5 and our
system records temperatures around 35 ◦C on that day, reflecting the use of this frame for
brood. Frame 3 has not been used (yet) by the honeybees, and the data reflect this.
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Figure 4. Demonstration of the spatially resolved temperature measurements recorded from the
second system. Depicting temperatures recorded by sensors on Frame 3 and 5 on 26 May 2022. The
colony has built honeycomb on Frame 5 and the sensors measure high temperatures around 35 ◦C at
any time of the day, consistent with the frame being used for brood rearing. Frame 3 has not had
honeycomb built (yet) and it is not being used for honey or brood and exhibits large variations at
different times of the day. In addition to the detection of temperatures commensurate with brood
rearing, the figure demonstrates the spatial variation in temperatures on both frames.

Additionally, Figure 4 displays the temperature variation detected from across a single
frame. Frame 5 has patches of warmer temperatures with other areas exhibiting lower
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temperatures, and this is seen at both timepoints. The temperature of Frame 3 was much
lower, closer to 10–15 ◦C at 3 am and around 20 ◦C at 4 pm. Again, the temperature varies
across the frame with some sections being colder than others.

4. Discussion

The system provided spatially resolved temperature data with 480 reliable individ-
ual measurements across a brood box which captured variations in frame temperature.
Distinctive features recorded include the detection of brood rearing temperatures and the
spatial variation in temperatures. Detecting these features with high spatial resolution is an
important step to furthering our understanding of colony development [1,2,4,5,7].

Placing any foreign object into a hive is challenging [6] and, from our experiences, we
now know that introducing an array of hundreds of thermistors is possible. Furthermore,
we have discovered that the way the sensors are provided is extremely important in deter-
mining if a colony will accept or reject the frames. Multiple layers of wax embedding the
sensors may result in cells not perfectly aligning, or the wax being too thick for honeycomb
construction. The second system used a single sheet of foundation wax, onto which the sen-
sors were laid, and this was used normally for brood rearing and honeycomb construction,
highlighting that minimal disruption to the foundation wax is optimum when designing
such a sensor array.

Consequently, we can now collect highly valuable spatially resolved temperature data
of a colony inside a brood box in a fully automated way, with affordable hardware.
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